Complete the sentences using the appropriate closed compound words from the word box given below.

networking  subway  weekend  lifeboat
playthings  fireworks  lifetime  footprints

1) Being chosen for this space mission is a ______________ opportunity for Captain Daniel.

2) ______________ of the mythical beast Yeti have reportedly been spotted in the Himalayas.

3) Festive ______________ are a spectacular sight of Independence Day.

4) Mobile phones have become ______________ for most children these days.

5) The North East Expo offers people a fantastic ______________ opportunity.

6) Would you like to join Franklin for biking this ______________?

7) ______________ is the most convenient way to get from Brooklyn to Manhattan.

8) This coast is served by a good number of ______________ stations.
Closed Compound Words

A closed compound word consists of two words joined without any hyphen or space.

Complete the sentences using the appropriate closed compound words from the word box given below.

networking  subway  weekend  lifeboat
playthings  fireworks  lifetime  footprints

1) Being chosen for this space mission is a ______ lifetime ______ opportunity for Captain Daniel.

2) ______ Footprints ______ of the mythical beast Yeti have reportedly been spotted in the Himalayas.

3) Festive ______ fireworks ______ are a spectacular sight of Independence Day.

4) Mobile phones have become ______ playthings ______ for most children these days.

5) The North East Expo offers people a fantastic ______ networking ______ opportunity.

6) Would you like to join Franklin for biking this ______ weekend ______ ?

7) ______ Subway ______ is the most convenient way to get from Brooklyn to Manhattan.

8) This coast is served by a good number of ______ lifeboat ______ stations.